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1.0 Executive Summary 

Property and Development NSW (PDNSW), part of the Department of Planning, Industry and 

Environment, is consulting on a community-led Master Plan for the revitalisation and activation of 

the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct. This is a whole of community opportunity to create a 

vibrant and thriving foreshore precinct that maintains the cultural and community qualities of this 

much-loved local area.  

It builds on work undertaken by GHD in 2018 when PDNSW (then named Property NSW) consulted 

with the Coffs Harbour community to understand local values and viewpoints to inform the 

development of a Draft Concept Plan for the precinct. PDNSW is building upon this previous work 

and engaging with the community to prepare a new Master Plan for the precinct that can be 

meaningfully delivered over short, medium and long-term horizons. 

The consultation for the Master Plan is being facilitated by Ethos Urban on behalf of PDNSW and 

conducted in 3 phases:  

• Phase 1 – Shared Vision and Place Principles – that will guide key decisions about future

uses and Master Plan considerations at the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct;

• Phase 2 – Master Plan – to gather community feedback on initial design considerations to

inform a concept Master Plan that aligns with the Shared Vision and Place Principles; and

• Phase 3 – Planning Proposal – following community input from Phase 2, finalise the

concept Master Plan and seek formal planning approval to provide a framework to guide

the delivery of the concept Master Plan over time.

Phase 1 consultation took place during April and May 2021 and focused on the draft Vision, Place 

Principles and ‘Big Ideas’ proposed to guide the future Master Plan (refer to Appendix A). This 

report provides an overview of PDNSW’s Phase 1 Consultation objectives, engagement methods 

and feedback received. A range of engagement methods were used to ensure community 

consultation was inclusive, accessible and encouraged participation. These methods included: 

• An online survey of people’s current experience of the precinct and their views on the

proposed Vision, Place Principles and ‘Big Ideas’, which was also made available in hard

copy at in-person engagement activities;

• Nine briefings with community organisations and interested stakeholder groups;

• Five days of pop-up stalls at various markets and shopping centres in Coffs Harbour;

• Intercept surveys at locations throughout the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct and

along the Jetty Strip;

• Operation of a community email address and phone hotline to field enquiries;

• Electronic direct emails to 1,700 recipients signed up through the project’s mailing list and

a letterbox drop to 28,000 Coffs Harbour residents; and

• Regular website and social media updates.
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PDNSW received valuable community feedback during each consultation event as well as a total of 

1,556 completed surveys during the survey period. Key themes of common feedback from the 

community included: 

• Broad community support for the draft Vision and Place Principles;

• That the precinct should be considered first and foremost as a family-friendly destination

and that this is built upon to guide the development of other uses;

• Desire for improved public amenity, accessibility and supporting infrastructure

throughout the precinct;

• Recognition that development may provide economic as well as environmental

sustainability including the creation of jobs in the short, medium and long term;

• Mixed views about tourist and private residential accommodation. Support for increased

opportunity for economic development and job creation was balanced by concerns about

the potential for character or environmental impacts and additional pressure on local

infrastructure;

• Strong preferences for balanced development outcomes that are appropriate for the

character of Coffs Harbour; and

• The importance preserving existing public open space within the precinct.

Acknowledgement of Country and consultation with the Traditional Owners of the Coffs Harbour 

area, the Gumbaynggirr People, is a critical component of this project. A separate stream of 

consultation with Traditional Owners has been established to ensure it is appropriate, meaningful, 

inclusive and respectful. This is being led by Murawin on behalf of PDNSW – a majority Indigenous 

owned business who specialise in inter-cultural consultation and facilitation. This stream will 

continue throughout the lifetime of this project and will be reported in the next phase of this 

project – Phase 2- Master Plan. 

Community feedback expressing concerns around the potential for future development did not 

provide consistent clarity as to what levels of scale or intensity people perceive to be unwelcome. 

For this reason, particular effort will be made during future consultation and engagement to 

clearly articulate the aspects of scale and resulting impacts under potential development 

scenarios. 

As a result of feedback received during this Phase 1 consultation, the project’s guiding Vision and 

Place Principles are being further developed to respond to community views, aspirations and 

sensitivities. The Vision Statement created by McGregor Coxall for the project has been updated 

to give a greater priority to: 

• Connecting with Country, local Aboriginal culture and recognition;

• Environmental preservation and sustainability;

• The maritime history and working harbour aspects of the Jetty Foreshore;

• A focus on family friendly local and regional destinations offering activities and recreation;

and

• Providing for an economically sustainable and resilient precinct.

Key adjustments being made to the Place Principles include: 
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• Choice Destination – enhance the precinct as a family friendly collection of local and

regional destinations providing day and night-time economy offerings, comfort and

safety;

• Celebrate Country – places a greater focus on recognition of Country, healing and the

long-term involvement of Aboriginal people;

• Gathering Place – prioritises spaces that are open, attractive and welcoming for the local

community and visitors;

• Seamlessly Connected – prioritises improvements to the Jetty’s accessibility and

enhancing connections across the wider Coffs Harbour area;

• Resilient Environment – highlights the importance of protecting the existing natural

environment while planning for future climate change risks; and

• Sustainable Economy – clarifies the important role of economic sustainability and focus

on establishing a mix of land uses that could provide local employment opportunities.

Community feedback has informed the key directions and priorities for future stages of the 

Master Planning process, that include:  

• Preserving existing open space through the protection of existing parks, environmental

areas and sand dunes;

• Improving public amenity through possibilities such as improved lighting, BBQ areas,

shade structures, showers, and picnic areas;

• Updating the play offering for children and youth through possibilities such as a

refreshed playground and new multi-use sporting facilities;

• Improving pedestrian and cyclist connectivity through widening and continuing the paths

throughout the precinct as well as strategic connections to the north and south;

• Enhancing the event space offering by providing additional supporting infrastructure

such as essential utility connections and multi-purpose spaces;

• Balancing the development outcome through a vibrant mix of uses with day and night-

time appeal and a preference for development appropriate to the existing character of

Coffs Harbour.

For future consultation, it will be important to communicate how the community’s aspirations to 

revitalise the precinct can potentially be funded in line with the level of development supported. 

PDNSW representatives have previously communicated to the Project Advisory Steering 

Committee that investment in public domain and community outcomes would need to be offset by 

revenue generating development. This balance is likely to be a determining factor in the nature 

and scale of improvements or upgrades that can be delivered in the area within certain 

timeframes. Therefore, the objective for precinct wide social and community infrastructure to be 

enabled through appropriate scale development outcomes needs to be clearly articulated and 

discussed. Community views on the quality versus quantity of public domain should also be 

canvassed to better understand the level of maintenance that will be required and the associated 

costs, now and into the future.  
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Building from previous work on the project in 2018, this Phase 1 engagement on the Vision and 

Place Principles has provided opportunity for the community to play a leading role in shaping the 

future of the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct. The Project Advisory Steering Committee 

(PSAC) comprising of representatives of Coffs Harbour City Council, community groups and 

members, indigenous custodian and business representatives have provided input to the revisions 

to the proposed Vision and Place Principles to support the engagement process. Feedback 

provided has now informed the collective Vision and Place Principles that will act as a foundation 

for all future work in developing a truly community-led Master Plan that responds to local 

aspirations and priorities. 

Following the detailed analysis of feedback received in Phase 1, the project team has commenced 

preparation of a concept Master Plan that will guide a future Planning Proposal and precinct 

revitalisation over the short, medium and long term. The determination of potential future land 

use, degree of development and activation outcomes for the wider precinct will be shaped by the 

Vision and Place Principles. The next stage of the Master Plan will be developed in line with PSAC 

feedback, further engagement with the Coffs Harbour community and, ultimately, subject to a 

formal planning process that will include statutory public exhibition periods. The process to ensure 

community review and comments inform the precinct’s long-term permissible uses is therefore 

fundamental to the process of revitalisation.  

The NSW Government has also noted the sentiment that proposals for retirement living use or 

other privatisation of the existing Deep Sea Fishing site are not supported by the community and 

this will shape consideration of any potentially appropriate future use.  

PDNSW, through the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation Project Team and Ethos Urban will continue to 

work to ensure stakeholders and the wider community are informed and engaged. Community 

engagement will continue to support and inform this work and additional opportunities to provide 

feedback are proposed during Phase 2 in late 2021 or early 2022, subject to ongoing COVID-19 

restrictions on travel and social distancing. It is expected this will consist of: 

• online consultations with residents and wider Coffs community;

• ongoing liaison with agencies and relevant authorities;

• pop-up information sessions at popular events and high traffic areas in Coffs Harbour;

and

• in-depth engagement with local Indigenous groups and the Local Aboriginal Land Council.
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2.0 Project Context and Background 

The Property and Development NSW (‘PDNSW’) division within the Department of Planning, 

Industry and Environment (‘DPIE’) is responsible for the management and delivery of large-scale 

or complex real estate projects and transactions on behalf of the NSW Government.  

PDNSW is currently delivering a community-led Master Plan for the revitalisation and activation 

of the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct and is responsible for overseeing and managing 

the overall Master Planning process, named the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation.  

The project presents an opportunity to create a vibrant and thriving foreshore precinct for the 

whole community to enjoy, while maintaining the cultural and existing qualities of the local area. 

The project focuses on improving the connection between the Coffs Harbour CBD and the 

waterfront, providing additional land uses and delivering improvements to the public domain, while 

stimulating job creation and economic activity. 

PDNSW is committed to working with the community across each phase of the project lifecycle to 

ensure they are continuously informed, engaged and provided the opportunity to share their 

feedback.  

This Consultation Outcomes Report has been prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of PDNSW to 

summarise Phase 1 Consultation: Shared Vision and Place Principles. This report outlines the 

communications and engagement activities undertaken during April and May 2021, summarises 

the key stakeholder and community feedback received during the process and identifies 

opportunities for future engagement with the local community.  
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2.1 Site Location and Context 

The Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct comprises approximately 62 hectares of waterfront 

land predominately under NSW Government ownership and is located three kilometres east of the 

Coffs Harbour Central Business District (CBD). The precinct is strategically positioned centrally 

amongst some of Coffs Harbour’s key activity centres and destinations, including the Coffs 

Harbour Airport, Coffs Harbour Education Campus, the Coffs Coast Sport and Leisure Park, the 

Coffs Harbour Health Campus and Coffs Harbour Justice Precinct.  

Located on the Coffs Harbour coast with direct foreshore access to the Pacific Ocean, the site is 

regionally positioned as a premier waterfront destination. The site is considered one of the most 

important public assets within the Coffs Harbour Local Government Area (LGA), with a rich 

cultural value to the local Gumbaynggirr people and also in terms of European Colonial heritage. 

In relation to its importance to local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, it is 

important to note that the precinct contains sites of particular cultural and heritage significance. 

These are: 

1. Lot 205 on DP739570 (south-western corner of the precinct), which is currently owned by

the Coffs Harbour and District Local Aboriginal Land Council; and

2. Ferguson’s Cottage (also located in the south-western part of the site), which has long

been occupied by the local Aboriginal community.

The foreshore forms a key location in Coffs Harbour and is used on daily basis for recreational and 

commercial activities by a wide range of community members, businesses and visitors. Any 

proposed renewal should consider and respond to this diversity of interests. The precinct currently 

supports a number of land uses including marine industry, open space, car parking and under-

utilised government owned land managed by several NSW Government agencies and the Coffs 

Harbour City Council.  

Public open space in the precinct provides direct access to public beaches, including Park Beach, 

Jetty Beach and Gallows Beach. The precinct benefits from significant natural attributes, open 

space and environmental reserves, including Giidany Miirlal Muttonbird Island Nature Reserve, 

Jetty Beach Park, Corambirra Point and the Solitary Islands Marine Park. The site also features 

well established marine infrastructure, including the Coffs Harbour Jetty, the Southern Break 

Wall, the Coffs Harbour Marina and the Coffs Harbour Regional Boat Ramp.  

The precinct also supports a range of community facilities including recreational open space, 

children’s play equipment, outdoor event space, public pathways, barbeque and picnic facilities, 

public toilets, public carparking and the TS Vendetta building. Commercial facilities are 

predominantly accommodated in and around the existing Coffs Harbour Marina that include 

restaurants and takeaway food premises, weekend markets, the Fisherman’s Cooperative, a 

Yacht Club as well as several non-retail services and office uses, such as Government 

Accommodation. The former Deep Sea Fishing Club building at the south of the precinct currently 

supports a restaurant and function centre. A quarry formerly operated at the south-eastern part 

of the precinct on Corambirra Point west of the Southern Break Wall. 

The North Coast Railway line at Coffs Harbour runs north-south along the precinct’s western 

periphery. The Coffs Harbour Station is also located within the precinct (west of Jordan 

Esplanade), however is only accessible via Angus McLeod Place. 
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 Figure 1: Site location and precinct boundary.  Source: Ethos Urban using MapInfo 

2.2 Project Context 

The Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct has been the subject of several studies and proposals 

in the past. Due to its historic and current uses; general condition; strategic location, geographic 

position and NSW Government majority land ownership, it has been identified as having potential 

for revitalisation. 

In 2018, PDNSW (then named Property NSW) worked with the Coffs Harbour community to 

understand the community’s values and viewpoints to inform the development of a Preliminary 

Concept Plan for the precinct. The feedback generated from the 2018 community consultation 

process was used to inform the development of a Draft Concept Plan for the precinct, that was 

subsequently updated in October 2020. 

Feedback from this earlier consultation was built into the draft Vision and Place Principles for 

community feedback during the Phase 1 engagement activities. The Vision and Place Principles, 

refined following this consultation process, will form the basis for future decision making and 

direction in the precinct. The next step in the planning process is to develop a community-led 

Master Plan that will form the basis for a future Planning Proposal and guide renewal over short, 

medium and long term horizons. The planning process will be carried out during 2021 and into 

early 2022 and will aim to deliver a coordinated and cohesive revitalisation and activation of the 

precinct over many years.  

Together with community-led ideas, the Master Planning process will build upon the unique 

character of the precinct to create a place for all people to enjoy, now and in the future. 
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3.0 Engagement Strategy 

3.1 Context and Background 

The work undertaken in 2018 to understand community aspirations and values provided the basis 

for the development of a Draft Concept Plan for the precinct, which was released in October 

2018, with several updates made in October 2020. The 2018 community consultation process 

generated the following feedback themes on local values and viewpoints: 

• Place the community at the centre of the

decision-making process, through broad,

inclusive, and transparent consultation

• Activate the space and bring more people to the

area

• Maintain and ensure connections between the

city and the waterfront

• Build on current investment/activities

• Help grow new jobs for the region

• Create an economically sustainable public domain,

and community assets

• Establish the precinct as a destination for tourists

and locals alike, that the region can be proud of

In late 2020, a Project Steering Advisory Committee (PSAC) was established to bring together a 

diverse range of Coffs Harbour community representatives to provide input into the precinct 

revitalisation and activation. The purpose of the PSAC is to provide advice on local perspectives 

that will assist the development of a Master Plan that achieves project objectives; aligns with 

community aspirations in a feasible and sustainable way; and allows renewal to be meaningfully 

delivered over short, medium and long-term horizons. The PSAC provides a forum for ongoing 

community involvement and representation in the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation process and has met 

every 1-2 months during this Phase 1 stage for the Shared Vision and Place Principles 

engagement.  

In addition to the PSAC, the project operates within a robust governance structure including a 

cross-NSW Government Project Control Group (PCG) that meets monthly and reports into an 

Executive Steering Committee on a quarterly basis. This governance structure includes senior 

representatives from DPIE, Transport for NSW (TfNSW), Crown Lands, Department of Regional 

NSW and the Coffs Harbour City Council and supports an integrated, whole-of-government 

approach to project delivery.  

3.2 Stakeholders 

Since 2018, PDNSW has worked to develop collaborative and productive relationships with key 

stakeholders and the community in the precinct and surrounding areas. The engagement program 

seeks to build upon these existing relationships throughout all phases of the planning process, 

including project design, planning approvals and delivery.  

Due to the precinct’s location, scale, ownership, usage and interface with several government 

agencies, community groups and the general public, PDNSW in collaboration with the PSAC and 

broader project team have identified a broad range of stakeholders with varying levels of interest 

and involvement in the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation project. These groups can be summarised as: 
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• Coffs Harbour community (including local

residents, neighbouring residents and

businesses and general public)

• Landowners (including TfNSW, Crown Lands,

National Parks & Wildlife, Coffs Harbour

District LALC and Coffs City Council as

Trustee manager of Crown Land)

• Traditional owners and Indigenous community

groups

• Business community (including on-site businesses,

lessees and regional business interest groups)

• Community and Environmental organisations

• Government authorities (inc. relevant Federal, State

and Local Government agencies)

• Elected Officials (inc. relevant Federal, State, and

Local Government members)

Ongoing review, identification and analysis of project stakeholders will continue to be crucial along 

with the timing of communication activities, appropriate levels of engagement, and the most 

effective channels for delivering clear communication.  

3.3 Engagement Approach 

The engagement process focused on building trust with the local community, encouraging input 

into the project’s Vision and Place Principles, and ensuring the community was provided accurate 

information about the planning process. The approach focuses on adopting a proactive, inclusive 

and transparent engagement approach that facilitates meaningful and open dialogue.  

3.3.1 Engagement Objectives 

Throughout 2021 and early-2022, the NSW Government will continue to work with the community 

to prepare a new Master Plan for the precinct that aligns with community aspirations in a feasible 

and sustainable way, allowing change to be meaningfully delivered over a short, medium and long-

term horizon. 

The successful implementation of the engagement process will be continually monitored, 

evaluated, and reviewed throughout each stage of the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation project and will 

be guided by the following engagement objectives: 
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• To ensure the NSW Government delivers high quality consultation outcomes, ensuring regular

communication and minimal unnecessary disruption to the Coffs Harbour community;

• To build support and a shared understanding amongst the local community on the strategic intent and

objectives of the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation;

• To provide forums and/or channels in which the community receive updates on the project and the

opportunity to provide feedback to the project team; and

• To proactively engage and motivate participation with key stakeholders and the community through the

development of effective communications and engagement activity.

3.3.2 Engagement Principles 

The key principles which underpin the overall approach to engagement for this project are: 

• Transparent: Engagement will be open, with transparent purpose and outcomes,

expectations, goals, constraints and accountabilities.

• Timely: We will allow sufficient time for meaningful dialogue, consultation and modification.

• Appropriate: We will use levels and methods of engagement that best suit both the group

being consulted and the goals of the engagement.

• Accessible: We will provide clear, timely accessible and comprehensive information to

stakeholders in order to facilitate their involvement.

• Balanced: We will balance the participation and influence of stakeholder groups.

• Accountable: We will monitor the effectiveness of stakeholder engagement strategies and

implement improvements where needed.

These principles are adapted from the International Association for Public Participation Core 

Values for Public Participation and are reflective of the Local Government Amendment (Planning 

and Reporting) Act 2009 (NSW).  

3.3.3 Indigenous Consultation 

Acknowledgement of Country and consultation with the Traditional Owners of the Coffs Harbour 

area, the Gumbaynggirr People, is a critical component of this project. A separate stream of 

consultation with Traditional Owners has been established to ensure it is appropriate, meaningful, 

inclusive and respectful. This is now being led by Murawin on behalf of PDNSW – a majority 

Indigenous owned business who specialise in inter-cultural consultation and facilitation.  

Indigenous engagement has included representation and membership on the PSAC from the Coffs 

Harbour and District Local Aboriginal Land Council. Public consultation elicited 58 survey 

responses from participants who identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders.  

This stream will continue throughout the lifetime of this project and will be reported in the next 

phase of this project – Phase 2- Master Plan. 

3.4 Project Steering Advisory Committee 

The PSAC brings together a diverse range of Coffs Harbour locals to help progress the vision and 

plans for the revitalisation and activation of the precinct and ensures ongoing community 

representation and involvement in the planning process.  

A five-week Registration of Interest (ROI) campaign was launched in May 2020 inviting members 

of the public to express their interest in being a member of the PSAC. The ROI was launched via a 
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local media release, advertising campaign and communications via the Coffs Harbour City Council 

website.  

Applications were assessed by a whole-of-government evaluation panel, together with Council, 

against a prescribed set of criteria developed by the project’s independent probity advisor. 

Shortlisted applicants were then interviewed by an independent probity officer and the panel, who 

then made recommendations to the project sponsor for acceptance and appointment. Council, as 

a key stakeholder and land manager under the Crown Land Management Act, was also nominated 

to include representation on the PSAC (two members). The PSAC members were announced by 

Minister Pavey on 2 October 2020.  

The PSAC ensures ongoing community involvement and representation in the Coffs Jetty 

Revitalisation process and meets every 1-2 months to progress project delivery. Minutes and 

presentation material from each PSAC meeting are shared on the project’s website.  
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4.0 Engagement Methodology and Feedback 

This section of the report outlines the consultation activities undertaken during the Phase 1 

Shared Vision and Place Principles component of the project.  

A variety of engagement methods were used to ensure the community consultation was inclusive 

and broad-ranging. Three main methods were used to notify Coffs Harbour residents of the 

upcoming engagement opportunities:  

• newspaper advertisements were published in the local paper, the Coffs Coast Advocate,

between April and May;

• a letterbox drop to 28,000 residents in Coffs Harbour was issued; and

• an email sent to 1,700 people who had registered an interest in the project.

Engagement opportunities included face to face briefings  with community and stakeholder 

organisations; five days of pop-ups stalls; intercept surveys at high pedestrian traffic locations 

across Coffs Harbour; and website and social media updates on Facebook and LinkedIn. As a 

result of the extensive engagement program, a total of 1,556 survey responses were received in 

addition to significant participation through face-to-face engagement. Refer to Appendices B, C 

& D for copies of the collateral material. 

The project team were also supported by ‘ambassadors’, members of the PSAC who were present 

at all pop-up stalls to listen to the community’s views.  

4.1 Community Survey 

4.1.1 Methodology 

A community survey was open for public participation throughout the consultation period over a 

6-week period from early April to mid-May 2021. The survey was advertised across all

communications collateral including the community flyer, pop-up stalls, information factsheets, 

project website, newspaper adverts, and press release. 

The survey was designed to understand the community’s aspirations for the Jetty Foreshore area 

and to allow comment on the draft Vision, Place Principles, and ‘Big Ideas’. The survey also 

included a number of open questions allowing participants to provide qualitative feedback. 

4.1.2 Response 

A total of 1,556 responses were received comprising of 1,441 online and 115 in-person surveys. 

Respondents were broadly representative of the Coffs Harbour community, noting the following 

considerations: 

• 51% of respondents were above the age of 55

• Of the respondents, 58 identified as Aboriginal or

Torres Strait Islander people, noting that

consultation with Traditional Owners will be

conducted through a separate stream

• The majority (86%) of those who responded were

either local residents or visited for recreational

purposes

• 78% of respondents visited the precinct frequently

• The gender of respondents was predominately

equal with 52% of participants being female and

47% male
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4.1.3 Summary of Survey Outcomes 

The following provides a high-level overview of key findings from the community survey. 

• 70% of respondents that completed the survey

reported that they had a positive rating of the

precinct

• 37% of respondents rated the overall quality of the

current infrastructure to be positive; 30% were

neutral and 22% rated it as being poor

• 67% of respondents were fully or generally

supportive (subject to small changes) of the Draft

Vision and a further 24% were supportive subject

to more significant changes; only 9% were not

supportive at all

• All the principles received majority support from

respondents, with at least 50% of respondents

rating each of them as ‘most important’ or

‘important’. Choice Destination; Gathering Place

and Environmental Resilience identified as the

most important Place Principles.

• There was a common preference expressed by

respondents through open-ended feedback

questions for any development to be of a scale

appropriate to the local character of Coffs

Harbour

• Whilst there was some acknowledgment through

answers to open-ended feedback questions that

private and visitor accommodation could help

activate the precinct, a general preference was

expressed for publicly accessible development i.e.,

providing cafes, restaurants and bars, as well as

family friendly play area

• The need to preserve the existing open space and

walkways of the local area was frequently raised in

answers to open feedback questions

Common ideas for how the Vision and Place Principles could be achieved included enhancing it as a 

family friendly collection of local and regional destinations, retaining the natural beauty of the 

Jetty Foreshore, avoiding “high-rise” development that would be out of character for Coffs 

Harbour, promoting more events, enhancing lighting and safety, and creating more areas for 

sporting activity and recreation.  

Through discussions with the community and reviewing respondent feedback it was also clear 

there are a range of views and interpretations on what might constitute low, medium and high 

scale built form and what would be appropriate for the local context. Particular effort will be 

made during future consultation and engagement to clearly articulate the aspects of scale under 

potential development scenarios. 

For further detail on the survey questions and responses received refer to Appendix E. 

4.2 Community Engagement & Feedback 

The community was provided with a number of ways to find out more about the project and 

provide feedback through open and easily accessible information channels that included digital 

and written communications via: 

• the Project’s website;

• the community flyer; and

• newspaper and social media advertisements.

In addition to the survey, the community could provide feedback via: 

• the pop-up consultation events and intercept surveys
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• Project email and phone; and

• direct briefings

The following section provides further details about these engagement methods, as well as 

information about what feedback was heard.  

4.2.1 Project Website 

The project website invited residents, businesses, visitors and the broader community to share 

their views on the draft Shared Vision and Place Principles that will guide the Master Planning 

process and future activation and revitalisation of the precinct. Information on the Phase 1 

Consultation process, including a summary of the consultation process and its purpose, key 

consultation dates, times and locations, access to the online survey and key contact details were 

provided on the project website.  

The website also provided general information on the project including key project facts, the role 

of PDNSW in the planning process, key stakeholder information, current project status, PSAC 

meeting minutes, project objectives, financial and non-financial benefits, reference documents and 

key contact details. Refer to Appendix B for a snapshot of the project website and a list of 

documents that have been uploaded.  

The project website will continue to be updated throughout the project and can be viewed at 

www.coffsjettyrevitalisation.com.au.  

4.2.2 Community Flyer 

To ensure the local community was informed of Phase 1 Consultation activities during April and 

May 2021, a Community Flyer a was issued to 28,000 residents across 19,000 dwellings and 

businesses within the Coffs Harbour LGA. In addition, businesses throughout the precinct and 

along the Jetty Strip were encouraged to display the flyer or posters that promoted the 

engagement process and encouraged participation. Signage was also installed in key locations 

throughout the precinct such as the Jetty and near the marina with a QR code link to the survey 

and website.  

Date Purpose Channel Distribution 

9 – 11 April 2021 To inform residents about upcoming 

consultation activities for Phase 1: 

Vision & Place Principles of the Coffs 

Jetty Revitalisation  

Letterbox 

drop 

19,000 dwellings 

reaching approx. 28.000 

residents within the 

Coffs Harbour LGA  

A copy of the Community Flyer and a map of the distribution zone is included in Appendix C. 

4.2.3 Newspaper Adverts 

To ensure the local community were informed of Phase 1 Consultation activities during April and 

May 2021, several printed advertisements were featured across Coffs Harbour news outlets, 

including:   

Publication Date Key content 
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Print - News of the 

Area 

16/04, 23/04, 30/4 Advertising community consultation 

session dates and times and link to 

website for more information. 

Online – News Limited 

(Coffs Coast 

Advocate) 

10/04 until 2/5 Advertising community consultation 

session dates and times and link to 

website for more information. 

4.2.4 Social Media Adverts 

In addition to printed advertisements, DPIE’s digital and social media platforms were utilised to 

build awareness amongst the community of Phase 1 Consultation activities. DPIE published 

content advertising consultation activities held during May 2021 to raise awareness of the project 

and encouraged the Coffs Harbour community to get involved in the planning process by attending 

an engagement session or completing the online survey. A paid Facebook campaign targeted 

people aged 18 years and older, who lived within a 40-kilometre radius of Coffs Harbour. The 

potential audience size was 71,000 people. Refer to Appendix D for a summary of the social media 

adverts released during Phase 1 Consultation. 

4.2.5 Pop-up Consultation & Intercept Surveys 

Five days of community pop-up stall events were held in Coffs Harbour at the Growers Market, 

Coffs Central Shopping Centre, Park Beach Plaza Shopping Centre and the Harbourside Markets 

and were designed to take advantage of high levels of community footfall. The events were 

advertised in advance via letterbox drop, social media and newspaper advertisements and website 

updates.  

Each stall was staffed by various members of the project team who were available to provide 

information about the project, answer any questions and listen to community feedback. 

Information boards were displayed at these stalls and people were able to take away a copy of the 

factsheet and information postcard with further information. Surveys were also provided at these 

stalls as community members were encouraged to provide their feedback via a written or online 

survey.  

The pop-up stall schedule and the communications material provided can be found Appendix F. 

Concurrent to the pop-up stalls, staff conducted intercept surveys along the Coffs Jetty 

Foreshore and Jetty Strip.   

4.2.6 Project Email & Phone 

A project email address - coffsforeshore@property.nsw.gov.au – and a community enquiry 

telephone number- 1800 870 549 - were included on the project website to provide the local 

community with platform to ask project-related questions and provide feedback. 41 emails have 

been received to date along with 2 phone calls on the 1800 number.  

4.2.7 Feedback on Precinct Aspirations 

An exercise was also run during the community pop-up stalls which encouraged members of the 

public to engage with a mood board and tag ideas that met their aspirations for the Jetty 

mailto:coffsforeshore@property.nsw.gov.au
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Foreshore. This was particularly designed as a meaningful way to engage with younger members 

of the community and ensure future generations of the local community had their say. Each 

participant was allowed to select their favourite two images.  

A total of 791 tags were left on the mood board during the pop-up stall consultation events. 

Figure 3 below displays the relative popularity of each image, the sizes of which proportionally 

represent the number of times it was tagged by a community member. Please see Appendix F to 

view each image in equal proportion. Based on the more popular images that were selected, the 

key insights from this exercise include: 

• a desire for greater activity and activation along the waterfront including opportunities to

attract people through events, retail/dining, play areas and other public infrastructure;

• a reinforced importance of preserving the existing open space for public amenity;

• the opportunity to improve pedestrian and cycling connections; and

• ensuring the precinct is a vibrant family friendly place.

Figure 3: Images from the inspiration board mapped with the title size corresponding to its 

popularity 
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4.2.8 Key themes from General Community Feedback 

Extensive feedback from the community was received via the pop-up stalls, surveys (with both 

quantitative and qualitative questions), email address and phone number.  

The feedback received from the community during the pop-up stalls has been provided at 

Appendix G. Emails and phone calls received included questions about the project, such as access 

to the foreshore, project status, and the PSAC selection process. A summary of the enquires and 

comments received is also provided at Appendix G.  

A number of key points were raised across a variety of different topics. The following list outlines 

the most common views regarding each of these topics. 

Theme Description 

Development • There was a diversity of views put forward both for and against development,

particularly east of the railway line.

• Those supportive of development generally cited the opportunity for appropriate

scale development within the precinct, especially as a way to revitalise the

northern marina areas. Development of the food and beverage offering was also

raised as a way to improve the precinct.

• Ideas were raised for a conference or entertainment centre possibly being

implemented in the precinct, potentially at the quarry site, and mixed-use

development including visitor accommodation that could attract more people into

the precinct and support businesses. It was noted that the Jetty Foreshore

currently does not support significant night-time economy activities which was a

popular suggestion among the younger demographic.

• Those against development were generally concerned about the potential for

perceived ‘high-rise’ buildings east of the railway line. There was also some

concern around the potential for hotel accommodation being a catalyst for high

rise development which resembled areas such as the Gold Coast.

• In general, most people supported some level of renewal provided it was of an

appropriate scale and in keeping with the natural setting and community

enjoyment of the precinct.

Open Space • General consensus that there are positive opportunities to improve the amenity

and utility of the open space within the area.

• Ideas included:

− Implementation of more shade and seating within the area allowing people to

stay within the precinct for a longer amount of time.

− Create a better connection from the bush to the beach.

− Beautify and simplify the area which will allows for better preservation of the

space.

− Acknowledge the importance of open spaces within the Vision and Principles.

− Improve the boardwalk the entire way around to further create a seamless

connection within the area.

− New play facilities for children.

Facilities and 

Infrastructure 

• It was highlighted that there was a lack of infrastructure and adequate facilities

within the precinct. Key ideas and issues included:

- Implementation of better wind protection at the sea wall as well in the open

space.
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- Upgrade toilet facilities and provide more within the precinct.

- Create better shading and seating areas.

- More carparking throughout the precinct that caters for a variety of

accessibility needs and uses (for example disability accessible spaces and

spaces for trailers).

- Create a structured route for the coastal walk.

Events • Potential for more events in the precinct was highlighted, with particular ideas

including:

− Art and sculpture installations along the boardwalk and coastal area.

− Connecting with cultural events held within the open space.

− Live music events during the evenings and weekends.

− Entertainment and Cultural centres to facilitate events.

Family Friendly 

Recreation 

• There was consistent agreement that the area should be family friendly. The

ways the community suggested to achieve this included the following:

− Make the precinct safer at night through more lighting.

− Creation of a waterplay area for children, alongside playgrounds.

− Placement of traffic calming and road safety devices.

− Providing more markets not only in the day but also at night to encourage more

night-time activity in the area.

− Provide better flooding mitigation to support the use of open spaces during

and after heavy rains.

Sporting and 

Recreation  

• Several community members requested consideration of new sporting facilities

within the precinct, such as basketball courts, highlighting they would support

more activation of the area, active lifestyles and opportunities for young people.
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4.3 Stakeholder Group Briefings 

4.3.1 Methodology 

Emails were sent to invite several key community interest groups with a direct interest in the 

precinct and broader Coffs Harbour LGA to project briefings on Thursday 15 April, Friday 16 April, 

and Saturday 17 April 2021. Community interest groups approached included: 

• Coffs Climate Action Group

• Coffs Chamber of Commerce

• Business Women’s Network

• Business Professional Women’s Network

• Coffs Jetty Dunecare

• Coffs Regional Landcare

• Park Jetty Residents

• Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour

• Coffs City Mayor and Councillors

• Coffs City Council Officers

• Regional Development NSW Officers

These stakeholder briefings provided information on the project; an update on the planning and 

engagement process throughout 2021 and early-2022; information on the draft Vision and Place 

Principles developed by the community to inform the precinct planning process; and a range of Big 

Ideas developed by the community between 2018 and 2021. Community interest groups were 

encouraged to share their views and provide feedback on the materials presented and were 

encouraged to share project information with their broader community networks. A copy of the 

stakeholder, feedback and meeting summaries are available in Appendix H.  

4.3.2 Stakeholder Briefings 

The following stakeholder accepted the invitation and a briefing was held to provide an overview of 

the project and seek any feedback on the draft Vision, Place Principles, and Big Ideas. A high-level 

summary of the discussion and feedback is provided in the following sections. These summaries 

have been provided to the groups and they were given the opportunity to confirm it represented a 

fair account of the discussions. 

• Business Women’s Network

• Coffs Climate Action Group

• Coffs Chamber of Commerce

• Coffs Jetty Dunecare and Business Professional

Women’s Network Coffs Branch (BPWN)

• Park Jetty Residents Action Group
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• Coffs City Council • Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour

4.3.3 Business Women’s Network 

A meeting was held with the Businesses Women’s Network on Friday 16th April 2021. Key 

comments and feedback from the meeting are outlined below: 

• Generally supportive of the project subject to the precinct being maintained as a family friendly

destination and having a licensed venue overlooking the water

• It was suggested that the Master Plan should consider:

o Implementing safety features such as improved lighting and pedestrian access;

o Improving pedestrian connectivity and parking options (possibly paid to fund the

management of the precinct);

o Installation of public BBQs at the southern end of the precinct;

o A balanced development outcome appropriate for the area.

4.3.4 Coffs Climate Action Group 

A meeting was held with the Coffs Climate Action Group on Thursday, 15th April. Key comments 

and feedback from the meeting are outlined below: 

• Master Plan should ensure consideration of

climate change impacts including sea level rise,

erosion, extreme weather events and flooding at

certain parts of the site

• Climate Change Action Group generally

comfortable with proposed Vision and Place

Principles including creating sustainable and

appropriate economic opportunities in the

precinct

• Would like to see parking and active travel

(walking, cycling, shuttle bus, electric vehicle

charging) solutions incorporated into Master

Plan

• Integration of public transport into the site

• Would like to see sensitive, appropriate and

balanced development outcomes across the

precinct

4.3.5 Coffs Chamber of Commerce 

A meeting was held with the Coffs Chamber of Commence on Thursday, 15th April. Key comments 

and feedback from the meeting are outlined below: 
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• Strongly supportive of the draft Vision, Place

Principles and project overall

• Master Plan to consider active transport/travel

solutions (light rail, cycle, pedestrian/walking)

including connectivity to the Park Beach Plaza,

CBD, Airport (Enterprise Park), Sports Hub and

Education Precinct, to improve the precinct’s

connectivity to key destinations within the broader

Coffs Harbour area

• Muttonbird Island and Corambirra Point to be

identified as areas to protect under Environmental

Resilience principle

• Opportunity for a ‘coastal walk’ through the

precinct, with interpretation of Indigenous /

European heritage and culture

• Master Plan to consider marine related economic

opportunities – slipway, floating restaurants

(trawlers), upgrade to boat ramp to accommodate

larger vessels, Superyacht opportunities (dredging)

• PDNSW to connect with Destination NSW

regarding economic opportunities, considering

opportunities between Port Macquarie and Coffs

Harbour

• Master Plan to consider public art and

interpretation strategies

• Opportunity for event space within Amphitheatre

(ex-Quarry location)

4.3.6 Coffs City Council 

A meeting was held with the Coffs City Council on Friday, 16th April. Following this meeting, Coffs 

City Council provided PDNSW with a detailed submission which outlined the following key 

considerations: 

• Alignment with the MyCoffs CSP;

• Alignment with the Coffs Harbour LSPS; and

• Feedback on the Vision, Principles and ‘Big Ideas’.

The project team has considered the Council’s submission in detail and incorporated 

recommendations into the updated Vision and Place Principles. For further detail on the 

submission provided by Coffs City Council refer to Appendix H.  

4.3.7 Coffs Jetty Dunecare and Business Professional Women’s Network Coffs Branch 

(BPWN) 

A meeting was held with the Coffs Jetty Dunecare and the Business Professional Women’s 

Network on Thursday, 15th April. These two groups agreed to be scheduled for a briefing together 

as it was the most convenient time for all parties involved. Key comments and feedback from the 

meeting are outlined below: 
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• Master Plan needs to be specific about managing

climate change impacts

• Master Plan needs to be specific about active

transport/travel solutions

• The precinct is currently important to families – vital

that family friendly activation occurs

• Dunecare shared a view that the locals did not always

like excessive visitation to the area (generally

speaking). BPWN suggested visitation was vital to

Coffs Harbour

• Dunecare reiterated that the dunes were important

in protecting the site from climate related changes

such as erosion, important that the dunes are not

impacted as a result of project

• BPWN supportive of considering retail within the

railway corridor and cohesive development outcomes

for future generations – need to balance environment

with economic opportunity

• Suggest the NSW Government consider the removal

of fencing around the railway corridor

4.3.8 Park Jetty Residents Action Group 

A meeting was held with the Park Jetty Residents Action Group on Thursday, 15th April. Key 

comments and feedback from the meeting are outlined below: 

• Consider how this area remains freely accessible

by, and open to, the public

• Review precinct boundary to consider the inclusion

of the railway sheds

• Need to review the railway crossing to ensure it is

‘at grade’

• Supportive of active travel/transport at the site

• Reiterated that the area is very well used by the

entire community and it is a place where everyone

feels very ‘level’

• Do not want to see the precinct become Pacific

Bay

• Fishing Co-op is an opportunity to revitalise this

asset, currently in poor form/condition

• Suggested that the dredging and sand was an

‘elephant in the room’ that needed to be addressed

• Supportive of certain levels of sensitive,

appropriately located development at the site, as

long as development is balanced with public open

space

• Consider realignment of Jordan Esplanade to

increase green space and improve the parklands –

traffic calming measure to be put in place to

reduce the ‘drag strip’ vehicle mentality (Jordan

Esplanade to be pushed closer to railway line /

station)

• Supportive of the delivery of Howard Street road

extension – fundamental to Master Plan

• Supportive of a 4 to 6 storey height limit (as long

as it was balanced) – would consider higher density

development at the northern end of the precinct

• Suggested any development at Corambirra Point

would be a significant issue– need to consider the

sensitive population of Shearwater birds

(migratory species that occupy Muttonbird and

Corambirra Point)

• 

4.3.9 Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour 

A meeting was held with the Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour (Rotary Group for Jetty Precinct) on 

Thursday, 15th April and a further meeting was held on 26 May. Key comments and feedback from 

both meetings are outlined below: 

• Supportive of some form of development within the precinct – needs to be balanced with the open space

and environment

• Supportive of improved connectivity (pedestrian, vehicle) within and to the precinct

• Suggest that there is room for future development – supportive of accommodation facilities at the site

• Supportive of a conference centre and improved marine infrastructure (i.e. especially for fishing)
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4.3.10 Key feedback themes from Stakeholder Briefings 

In summary a number of key points were raised across a variety of different topics throughout the 

stakeholder group briefings. The following list outlines the most common views regarding each of 

these topics. 

Theme Feedback 

Development Outcome • Consensus that some form of development is needed at the Coffs Jetty

• General support for the Vision and Principles

• A recognisable desire to see a ‘balanced’ development outcome that can

accommodate environmental considerations, family activities with various

forms of development that will provide economic as well as environmental

sustainability including the creation of jobs in the short, medium and long term

Activation • Desire to enhance the public amenity and offering at the Coffs Jetty through

ideas such as retail, a conference centre, mixed-use development

accommodation facilities and cultural coastal walks

• It is essential that any renewal supports the accommodation of facilities and

services for people with a disability, such as the construction of an all abilities

playground

Safety and Transport • Need to improve pedestrian safety from existing vehicle traffic

• Mixture of views regarding whether parking should be relocated away from the

Jetty or increased from its current capacity

• Desire to see traffic calming efforts in place along Jordan Esplanade

• The Master Plan should seek to promote active transport methods and

improve on existing connectivity

• Improve existing pedestrian and cycle links

Open Space • Desire to enhance and provide as much open space as feasible

Climate Change • Master Plan to ensure consideration of climate change impacts including sea

level rise, erosion, extreme weather events and flooding at certain parts of the

site
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5.0 Summary of Key Findings 

The engagement undertaken during Phase 1 has provided a solid understanding of community 

aspirations for the future of the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct. This section provides a 

summary of the feedback received, identifies key actions taken as a result and outlines some of 

the key considerations ahead of the next Phase of engagement.  

5.1 Consolidated Feedback 

The engagement process focused on building trust with the local community, developing support 

for the Shared Vision and Place Principles, as well as ensuring the community is equipped with the 

right information about the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation, to provide informed feedback as the 

project moves through the planning process.  

The approach during Phase 1 sought feedback on the Vision and Place Principles, as well as ‘Big 

Ideas’ to inform the development of the Master Plan. The following table provides an overarching 

summary across these three aspects with key themes summarised from all feedback received. 

Theme Key Feedback 

Vision 

Open / Green Space • Preservation of the natural beauty of the site

• Preservation of the open spaces

• Encourage native wildlife

• More nature walks

• Do not lose existing green space

Access • Need to retain the access to the site

• Beach access and disability access was also highlighted

• More parking is a key consideration

• Improve connections

• Ensure accessibility to everyone

Preservation of the Jetty • Ongoing use of and protection of the Jetty with more activation

Walkways / Pathways • Keeping and enhancing the pathways and cycleways

Family friendly uses • Maintaining the family friendly nature of the area

• More multi-purpose, multi-purpose areas

• Improving public safety is important, day and night

Preservation of the Marina • Preservation of the Marina and its uses

• Economic opportunity in the Marina precinct

• Finding the balance between tourism and economic use

Preservation of the Mutton 

Bird Island 

• Being respectful of Aboriginal significance on Mutton Bird Island and

preserving Mutton Bird Island’s natural setting

• Protecting the Mutton Birds

Aboriginal Culture • More Indigenous recognition

• Need for greater engagement with Traditional Owners
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• Connecting with Country should be an important input to the project

• The Gumbaynggirr people should be closely engaged

Future development • New development should be appropriate to the existing Coffs Harbour

character

• Variety of views on providing retail/commercial use

• Maintain community ownership over spaces.

Economic Opportunity • Economic activity should prioritise dining and retail

• Concern “economic opportunity” isn’t the right wording for the vision

• Concern about prioritising economic opportunity over other elements

• Need to consider long term sustainability and the benefit of economic

development for younger and future generations

Cultural and recreation hub • Opportunity to make the precinct a renowned cultural hub

• Have spaces for young people

Place Principles 

Principle 1 – Choice 

Destination 

• Highlighted as one of the most important principles

• Need for improved accessibility to make the precinct inclusive for all

• Provide for a precinct experience that attracts a mix of users and visitors

• Revitalise the precinct with mixed-uses that meet the needs and

aspirations of local people and visitors

• Safety is important

Principle 2 – Seamless 

Connections  

• There needs to be more accessibility in and out of the Jetty

• Upgrade public transport opportunities and support greater use of active

transport solutions

• Support for improved pedestrian and cycle links

• Ensure disabled access is a priority

Principle 3 – Celebrate 

Country 

• Protection of areas with Aboriginal significance

• Encourage greater Aboriginal story-telling, interpretation and recognition

in the precinct

Principle 4 – Gathering 

Place 

• Keeping the place as an open area where all are welcome from a diversity of

backgrounds and areas, including tourist visitors as well as locals

• Promote more live music and arts

Principle 5 – Economic 

Opportunity  

• Needs clarification on how “economic opportunity” will be defined and

provided

• Support for economic activation, jobs and tourism

• Preference for balanced development in keeping with local character of

Coffs Harbour

• Concerns raised around potential impacts of perceived overdevelopment

that would be out of character

• New infrastructure required to support any renewal

• Spaces should not be privatised
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Principle 6 – Environmental 

Resilience 

• Maintain existing vegetation, preserve natural environment and maximise

the opportunity of natural spaces

• Protection of sand dunes

• Inclusion of also protecting post-settlement European heritage

General Feedback • Majority of the principles were well received

• Notes of some vagueness and further detail required to understand how

principles would be implemented

Big Ideas and general feedback 

Natural Beauty • Retention of the natural beauty within the area

• Some desire to balance protection of natural environment with improved

views of the water

• Protection of existing dunes and natural features

Development • Advantages of changes that are simple and subtle should be considered

• Improve pathways, toilets and existing infrastructure

• Desire to see a balanced development outcome in keeping with local

character of Coffs Harbour

• Concerns raised around potential impacts of perceived overdevelopment

that would be perceived as out of character for Coffs Harbour

• A balance of views around potential tourist accommodation with support

for its economic benefits and job creation balanced by concerns around the

impact of attracting additional visitors to the precinct.

• Similarly, there were concerns that private residential development should

be of an appropriate scale and not result in undue impact to the local

character and the environment or excessive pressure on local

infrastructure.

• Existing open spaces should remain accessible for public use

• Desire for a diverse mix of uses within the precinct that cater for both

tourists and local customers including vibrant day and night time activities

and amenity, food and retail outlets, events and recreation.

Events • Outdoor events in the open space

• Mostly support for convention centre

• Public art exhibitions

• Live music and festivals

• Support day and night-time and events activity.

Safety and Transport • Add more lighting – feels unsafe at night

• Creation of safe area for recreation area

• Install traffic calming measures along Jordan Esplanade

• Majority of the community would like to see increased parking options

• The Master Plan should seek to promote active transport methods and

improve on existing connectivity

Sporting and Recreation • Create outdoor areas for a mix of sports activities

• Allow for more access to the beach, open space and community centres

• Allow for dining with ocean views
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• More seating and shade

Climate Change • Master Plan to ensure consideration of climate change impacts including

sea level rise, erosion, extreme weather events and flooding at certain

parts of the site

5.2 Consultation Outcomes and Directions 

The project team has closely reviewed the feedback received on the Vision and Place Principles 

and made amendments to both in order to respond to the aspirations of the community.   

Key aspects of how the Vision has responded to community feedback are summarised in the 

following table: 

Vision Statement How it responds to feedback 

“Respecting Gumbaynggirr, 

environmental and maritime 

roots now and into the future” 

• Being respectful of Aboriginal Culture

• Environmental perseveration as a priority i.e. Mutton Bird Island,

existing vegetation, historic Jetty

• Respecting the Maritime history in the Jetty

“Promoting community 

character, coastal activity and 

local economic sustainability” 

• Prioritising a future that is in line with the community character and feel

of Coffs Harbour being family friendly

• Enhancing the area for greater coastal activity and recreation and

improving supporting infrastructure accordingly

• Addressing concerns regarding ‘economic opportunity’ by refocusing

towards establishing a development outcome that provides local

economic sustainability for the Coffs community

Like the Vision, the Place Principles have been revised in accordance with feedback received, as 

summarised in the following table: 

Place Principles How it responds to feedback 

Choice Destination • Family friendly recreation was highlighted as one of the most important

aspects

• Feedback was raised that the area is currently unsafe and unattractive

in the evening, this principle will seek to enhance the precinct as a family

friendly collection of local and regional destinations offering day and

night-time appeal, comfort, and safety

Celebrate Country • Protecting areas of Aboriginal significance is key

• Providing Aboriginal Culture education and various opportunities to

Connect with Country will be made a priority

• Ensuring local Aboriginal stories and culture are showcased to locals and

visitors

• A focus on Healing Country with long term involvement

Gathering Place • Becoming a world-class foreshore area that is open, attractive, and

welcoming for the local community and visitors such as popular

examples such as Port Macquarie

• An area for the community to feel at home
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Seamlessly Connected • Improving accessibility into the Jetty and enhancing connections

between the Jetty and Coffs township

• Improving accessibility for people with a disability

Resilient Environment • Maximising and preserving the existing nature were highlighted as very

important to the community, including protecting the sand dunes,

existing vegetation and Mutton Bird Island

• This principle will also seek to preserve the existing natural asset while

planning for future climate change risks

Sustainable Economy • People had provided feedback that the term ‘economic opportunity’ was

received as encouraging higher density development outcomes

• In recognition this has been revised to clarify that this principle will seek

to support a ‘balanced’ development outcome that respects local

character, environmental considerations and supporting family friendly

activities whilst considering appropriate forms of development that will

provide economic sustainability including the creation of jobs in the

short, medium and long term.

All feedback on Big Ideas and other suggestions are being thoroughly considered prior to the 

development of the forthcoming precinct Master Plan, which will be presented back to the 

community for feedback during Phase 2.  

5.3 Conclusion 

The program has provided ample opportunity for the community and key stakeholders to gain a 

clear understanding of the project. This includes the opportunity to meet the project team 

(including technical experts) to provide feedback, and to register interest in receiving further 

updates as the project continues. 

The project team will now shift focus to developing a Master Plan that will allow the delivery of the 

community-led Vision and Place Principles over time and in doing so, provide for desired 

community upgrades at the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct that, where feasible, 

consider and respond to the feedback outlined throughout this report.  

Community feedback received has established a number of key directions and priorities for future 

stages of the Master Planning process that include:  

• Preserving existing open space through the protection of existing parks, environmental areas

and sand dunes;

• Improving public amenity through possibilities such improved lighting, BBQ areas, shade

structures, showers, picnic areas;

• Updating the play offering for children and youth through possibilities such as a refreshed

playground and new sporting area;

• Improving pedestrian and cyclist connectivity through widening and continuing the paths;

• Enhancing the event space offering by providing the supporting infrastructure needed;

• Balancing the development outcome through a vibrant mix of uses and a scale of development

appropriate to the character of Coffs Harbour.
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Given that feedback expressing concerns around the potential for future development tended to 

be unclear as to what levels of scale or intensity people might perceive as representing unwelcome 

development outcomes, particular effort should be made during future consultations to clearly 

articulate the aspects of scale and resulting impacts under potential development scenarios. 

For future consultation, it will be important to communicate how the community’s aspirations to 

revitalise the precinct may or may not be funded depending on the level of development 

supported. This will ultimately drive the extent of improvements or upgrades to the area within 

certain timeframes. Therefore, the objective that precinct wide social and community 

infrastructure be offset and funded by revenue generated from development activity needs to be 

better articulated. Community views on the quality versus quantity of public domain should also be 

canvassed to better understand the level of maintenance that will be required and the associated 

costs, now and into the future.  

Building from previous work on the project in 2018, this Phase 1 engagement on the Vision and 

Place Principles has provided opportunity for the community to play a leading role in shaping the 

future of the Coffs Harbour Jetty Foreshore Precinct. The Project Advisory Steering Committee 

(PSAC) comprising of representatives of Coffs Harbour City Council, community groups and 

members, indigenous custodian and business representatives have provided direct input into the 

revisions to the proposed Vision and Place Principles to support the engagement process. 

Feedback provided has now informed the collective Vision and Place Principles that will act as a 

foundation for all future work in developing a truly community-led Master Plan that responds to 

local aspirations and priorities. 

5.4 Next Steps 

Following the detailed analysis of feedback received in Phase 1, the project team has commenced 

preparation of a concept Master Plan that will guide a future Planning Proposal and precinct 

revitalisation over the short, medium and long term. Future land-use or activation outcomes have 

not yet been determined for the wider precinct. This will only occur following endorsement by the 

PSAC, further engagement with the Coffs community and, ultimately, a formal statutory planning 

process to agree the precinct’s long-term permissible uses that will again provide an opportunity 

for community review and comment. It is important to note that the NSW Government heard loud 

and clear that retirement living was not supported by the community as a use for the existing 

Deep Sea Fishing site and this is not being contemplated as a possible future use. The PSAC, 

created to inform the master plan for the precinct, is working collaboratively with the NSW 

Government to review appropriate future land uses for the site. 

Community engagement will continue to support and inform this work. Additional opportunities to 

provide feedback are expected to occur in late 2021 and early 2022 subject to the NSW 

Government’s COVID-19 rules and restrictions.  Activities are expected to consist of: 

• online consultations with residents and wider Coffs community;

• ongoing liaison with agencies and relevant authorities;

• pop-up information sessions in Coffs Harbour; and

• continued engagement with local Indigenous groups and Local Aboriginal Land Council.
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PDNSW, through the Coffs Jetty Revitalisation Project Team and Ethos Urban will continue to 

work to ensure stakeholders and the wider community are informed and engaged about this 

project. Acknowledgement of Country and consultation with the Traditional Owners of the Coffs 

Harbour area, the Gumbaynggirr People, is a critical component of this project. A separate stream 

of consultation with Traditional Owners has been established to ensure it is appropriate, 

meaningful, inclusive and respectful. This is being led by Murawin on behalf of PDNSW – a majority 

Indigenous owned business who specialise in inter-cultural consultation and facilitation. This 

stream will continue throughout the lifetime of this project and will be reported in the next phase 

of this project – Phase 2- Master Plan. 

• 

• Figure 5: Proposed Coffs Jetty Revitalisation community consultation process 
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Appendix A - Stakeholder Presentation Pack including Draft Vision, 

Principles and ‘Big Ideas’ 
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Appendix B – Project Website 

List of reference documents that have been uploaded to the website: 

• Coffs Jetty Revitalisation – Community Flyer –

April 2021

• Coffs Jetty Revitalisation - Factsheet

• GHD Community and Stakeholder Consultation

Outcomes Report - Oct 2018

• Preliminary Concept Plan - Oct 2018

• Concept Plan Gap Analysis – May 2020

• Program Road Map: 6 Step Plan – May 2020

• PSAC Framework – May 2020

• PSAC Evaluation Criteria – June 2020

• PSAC Framework – May 2020

• PSAC Evaluation Criteria – June 2020

• PSAC Meeting 1 Minutes – October 2020

• PSAC Meeting 2 Minutes – December 2020

• PSAC Meeting 3 Minutes – February 2021

• PSAC Meeting 4 Minutes -   March 2021

• PSAC Meeting 5 Minutes - May 2021

• PSAC Meeting 6 Minutes – June 2021

• Updated Concept Plan – October 2020

• Regional Architect EOI Requirements - Coffs Jetty

Revitalisation – Stimulus Project
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Appendix C: Community Flyer 
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Community Notification distribution zone: 
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Appendix D: Social Media Adverts

Date Ad copy URL Headline 

26 April–18 

May 

Love the Coffs Harbour Jetty 

Foreshore? Take our quick survey 

to share your ideas. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r

/CoffsJettyRevitalisation 

Help improve Coffs 

Jetty 

26 April–18 

May 

Tell us what you’d like to see for 

the future of the Coffs Jetty 

Foreshore. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r

/CoffsJettyRevitalisation 

Share your vision 

for Coffs Jetty 

26 April–1 

May 

Help us plan for an even better 

Coffs Jetty Foreshore! Join us at 

Coffs Central this Saturday. 

https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/hous

ing-and-

property/divisions/property-and-

development-nsw/precinct-

development/coffs-jetty-

revitalisation 

Share your ideas for 

the Coffs Jetty 

Revitalisation 

26 April–2 

May 

Grab a coffee and join us at 

Harbourside Markets this Sunday 

to share your vision for the future 

of the Coffs Jetty Foreshore. 

https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/hous

ing-and-

property/divisions/property-and-

development-nsw/precinct-

development/coffs-jetty-

revitalisation 

Share your ideas for 

the Coffs Jetty 

Revitalisation 

26 April–18 

May 

Respecting Gumbaynggirr heritage 

is a key part of the vision for Coffs 

Jetty Foreshore. Find out more 

and share what’s important to you. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r

/CoffsJettyRevitalisation 

Tell us what’s 

important to you 

18 May – 24 

May 

Thank you to everyone who shared 

their vision for the Coffs Jetty 

Foreshore. Join our mailing list to 

keep updated. 

https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/hous

ing-and-

property/divisions/property-and-

development-nsw/precinct-

development/coffs-jetty-

revitalisation 

Subscribe to Coffs 

Jetty Foreshore 

updates 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CoffsJettyRevitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/housing-and-property/divisions/property-and-development-nsw/precinct-development/coffs-jetty-revitalisation
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Appendix E: Community Survey Results 

This section summaries the results of the survey conducted online and in person during Phase 1. 

Background of Participants 

Out of the 1556 

participants, a total of 51% 

were above the age of 55. 

The large proportion of 

participants came from the 

35-54 age bracket at 34%. 

The figure provides a full 

breakdown of the age of 

participants who undertook 

the survey.  

 

 

 

The gender of participants 

was predominately equal. 52% 

of participants with female 

whilst 47% were male.  
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Connection to and current experiences of the precinct 

The majority of those who 

interacted within the precinct 

were local resident (57%). 29% 

of participants visited the 

precinct for recreation. The 

figure provides a breakdown 

of the relationship those who 

undertook the survey have 

with the precinct. 

 

 

 

The majority of people visited 

the precinct frequently with 

78% of participants either 

visiting the precinct every day, 

once a week or few times a 

week.  

 

 

 

 

  

The majority of people (70%) 

currently held a positive or 

very positive experience within 

the precinct.  
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37% of people rate the overall 

quality of the current 

infrastructure to be positive. 

Whilst 30% were neutral to the 

existing infrastructure and 

22% rated it poor.  

 

 

Vision Statement 

The figure below indicates 

majority support for the Draft 

Vision Statement with some 

amendment required. 67% of 

respondents fully supported 

the Vision or supported it 

subject to minor updates. 24% 

indicated support for the 

Vision with more substantial 

changes and only 9% were not 

supportive at all. 
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Place Principles 

Respondents were asked to rate the proposed Place Principles according to importance. A 

majority of all respondents considered each Principle to be important although the “Economic 

Opportunity” was considerably more frequently marked as less important compared to the others. 

The most Principles consistently ranked highest in importance were Choice Destination, Seamless 

Connections, Environmental Resilience and Gathering Place. 

‘Big Ideas’ 

Rating of ‘Big Ideas’ on how the Vision and Principles could be achieved. The rating system was in 

order of priority from 1-4 with 1 being the least important and 4 being the most important. The 

highest scoring ideas were Family Friendly Recreation, Improved Environmental Management.  

Upgrades to both roads and parking and pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and dining, 

shopping and events was also collectively considered important. 
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Qualitative feedback from the community survey  

Most important aspects of the Jetty Foreshore to be preserved: 

Theme  Details  

Open Space • Many of the community would like retention of existing open space, green 

space, parkland, vegetation and the natural beauty and environment 

• Many highlighted the sites ‘natural and relaxed feel’ and feel of ‘longing’ 

which was provided with the open space 

• The need for revitalisation of the open areas to provide facilities that are 

family friendly was highlighted 

Access • The community highlighted the need for open public access to the beach, 

marina, jetty and Muttonbird Island as well as maintaining disability 

access to these sites 

• Walkways, open paths and bike tracks were highlighted by the community 

as an aspect to retain and improve 

• The pedestrian accessibility in the north of the site around the break wall 

and through the Jetty area was generally good where it doesn’t involve 

crossing roads, however accessibility in the southern parts of the precinct 

needs to be better developed. Although some places in the precinct are 

currently accessible, the community often noted less accessible sites such 

like the Jetty and Marina which could be improved 

• Access should be opened to the space between the railway line and Jordan 

Esplanade, but also there were concerns this could be over developed 

• Provision of parking was also highlighted as an important issue 

Community Activities • Community highlighted the need for the precinct to be preserved as a 

safe, family friendly, community-oriented space 

• The markets were highlighted as an important and popular event which 

could be developed further 

 

How the Jetty Foreshore could be improved  

Theme  Details  

Development  • Parts of the community are concerned about the potential development 

of perceived ‘high- rise’ accommodation and its potential impacts 

• Moderate development was often supported in the form of restaurants, 

cafes and bars as a way to support employment, keep families in the 

area and to provide activities within the area 

• Many asked for more community spaces and facilities and 

entertainment spaces in order for the precinct to hold events   

• A minority of the community would prefer that the area be left as it is 

so that preservation of the open space, heritage and community access 

won’t be altered 

Amenities and Safety • Many highlighted the need more amenity facilities within the area, 

providing more toilets and showers close to the beach 
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• Some community members said they feel the area is unsafe at night due

to the lack of adequate lighting

Family, Recreation and 

Sporting Activities 

• The desire for a family friendly waterpark for children to play in located

near the beach was raised relatively frequently

• Sporting venues such as basketball courts was often raised as a use

that would provide lighting and create a safer area at night, as well as

providing opportunities for young people to benefit

• Many also noted the desire for more shade areas (both natural and

structured), picnic benches, BBQs, and playgrounds for children, to allow

people to dwell for longer, particularly in summer

• Many people would like to see facilities and infrastructure that would

allow local community events to occur more frequently within the

precinct

Nature • There was a diversity of views on the balance of planted vegetation

versus promoting access and view corridors to the waterfront

• Many were for planting of more trees within the area as a form of

natural shading and environmental improvement

• However, a substantial proportion of people also would like to see some

vegetation and non-native trees cleared in certain places to allow better

viewing between activity areas, the Jetty and the beach to increase

accessibility, safety and amenity

Feedback on the draft vision 

Theme Key feedback themes 

Public Space • Ongoing use of and protection of the Jetty with more activation

• Preserve the natural beauty of the site

• Preserve the existing open spaces and preserve community access

• Encourage more native vegetation and wildlife

Access • Keep and develop further the pathways and cycleways

• Need to retain public access to the site

• Beach access and disability access very important

• More parking is a key consideration

• Improve connections within the precinct and to wider Coffs Harbour

• Ensure accessibility for everyone

Family friendly uses • Maintaining the family friendly nature of the area

• Safe, inviting, multi-use and multi-purpose areas

• Have spaces for young people

Aboriginal Culture • Being respectful of Aboriginal significance on Mutton Bird Island and

preserving its natural setting.

• More Indigenous recognition - Connecting with Country is key

• Need for greater engagement with Traditional Owners

• The Gumbaynggirr people should have dedicated recognition and role in

the precinct
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• Opportunity to become a renowned cultural hub

Economic development • Unlock the economic opportunity in the Marina precinct and preserve it

as a working harbour

• Finding the balance between attracting tourism and benefitting locals is

very important

• New development should be appropriate to the existing Coffs Harbour

context

• Variety of views supporting potential retail and commercial uses

• Concern “economic opportunity” isn’t the right wording for the Vision

and it would be used to justify high levels of development

• Concern about the impact of introducing excessive private

accommodation in the precinct

• Economic opportunity should be balanced with other priorities

Feedback on draft Principles 

Principle Feedback 

Principle 1 – Choice Destination • Highlighted as one of the most important principles

• Need for improved accessibility to make the precinct inclusive for all

• Provide for a precinct experience that attracts a mix of users and

visitors

• Revitalise the precinct mixed-uses that meet the needs and aspirations

of local people and visitors

• Safety is important

Principle 2 – Seamless 

Connections  

• There needs to be more accessibility in and out of the Jetty

• Upgrade public transport opportunities and support greater use of

active transport solutions

• Support for improved pedestrian and cycle links

• Ensure disabled access is a priority

Principle 3 – Celebrate Country • Protection of areas with Aboriginal significance

• Encourage greater Aboriginal story-telling, interpretation and

recognition in the precinct

Principle 4 – Gathering Place • Keeping the place as an open area where all are welcome from a

diversity of backgrounds and areas, including tourist visitors as well as

locals

• Promote more live music and arts

Principle 5 – Economic 

Opportunity  

• Needs clarification on how “economic opportunity” will be defined and

provided

• Support for economic activation, jobs and tourism

• Preference for balanced development in keeping with local character of

Coffs Harbour

• Concerns raised around potential impacts of perceived

overdevelopment, particularly development perceived as “high rise”

• New infrastructure required to support any renewal

• Spaces should not be privatised
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Principle 6 – Environmental 

Resilience 

• Maintain existing vegetation, preserve natural environment and

maximise the opportunity of natural spaces

• Protection of sand dunes

• Inclusion of also protecting post-settlement European heritage

General Feedback • Majority of the principles were well received

• Notes of some vagueness and further detail required to understand how

principles would be implemented

Feedback on draft ‘Big Ideas’ 

Theme Key issues 

Natural Beauty • Retention of the natural beauty within the area

• Some desire to balance protection of natural environment with improved

views of the water

• Protection of existing dunes and natural features

Development • Advantages of changes that are simple and subtle should be considered

• Improve pathways, toilets and existing infrastructure

• Desire to see a balanced development outcome in keeping with local

character of Coffs Harbour

• Concerns raised around potential impacts of perceived overdevelopment

that would be out of character for Coffs Harbour

• A balance of views around potential tourist accommodation with support

for its economic benefits and job creation balanced by concerns around

the impact of attracting additional visitors to the precinct.

• Similarly, there were concerns that private residential development

should be of an appropriate scale and not result in undue impact to the

local character and the environment or excessive pressure on local

infrastructure.

• Existing open spaces should remain accessible for public use

• A number of suggestions for a greater mix of uses within the precinct

that cater for tourists and local customers i.e. food, retail, recreation

activities

Events • Outdoor events in the open space

• Support for idea of a potential convention centre

• Public art exhibitions

• Live music and festivals

• Day and night time economy should be supported

Safety / Lighting • Add more lighting – feels unsafe at night

• Creation of safe area for recreation area

• Install traffic calming measures along Jordan Esplanade

• Majority of the community would like to see increased parking options

• The Master Plan should seek to promote active transport methods and

improve on existing connectivity
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Sport and Recreation  • Create outdoor areas for a mix of sports activities such as basketball 

• Allow for more access to the beach, open space and community centres 

• Allow of dining with ocean views 

• More seating and shade 

Climate Change • Master Plan to ensure consideration of climate change impacts including 

sea level rise, erosion, extreme weather events and flooding at certain 

parts of the site 
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Appendix F: Pop-up Stalls

Display Boards 

Pop-up Stall Schedule 

Date Time Location 

Thursday 15th April, 2021 8am – 2pm Growers Market, Coffs Harbour 

Friday 16th April, 2021 10am – 3pm Coffs Central Shopping Centre 

Saturday, 17th April 

Saturday 1st May 

Saturday 1st May Park Beach Plaza Shopping Centre 

Sunday 2nd May Park Beach Plaza Shopping Centre 

Sunday 2nd May 8am-2pm Harbourside Markets 
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Fact Sheet 
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Appendix G: General Community Feedback 

Summary of the feedback received during the pop-up stall consultation 

The following table represents a consolidation of notes taken by members of the project team 

from conversations with the community during pop-up stall events. 

Theme Description 

Development • A variety of opinions both for and against development were raised, particularly

relating to space east of the railway line

• Those supportive of development generally wanted the implementation of

appropriate built form within the area, especially as a way to revitalise the Marina

and Yacht Club for future use. Development of pubs, and restaurants were also

raised as a way for the improvement of the precinct. Ideas were raised of an

entertainment centre possibly being implemented at the quarry site or

redevelopment of the quarry of any kind. It was noted that the Jetty Foreshore

currently does not provide for night-time entertainment which was a popular

suggestion among the younger demographic

• Those concerned about development were often focussed on the potential for

perceived ‘high rise’ buildings east of the railway line and the loss of public access

to places within the Jetty Foreshore because of more private uses. There was also

some concern about additional hotel accommodation and a consistent desire for

the area to avoid high rise development outcomes which would resemble areas

such as the Gold Coast

• In general, most people supported some level of development provided it was

appropriate scale and in keeping with the local character

Open Space • General consensus that preserving the quality of open space was very important

but that this could also be improved. Ideas included:

− Implementation of more shade and seating within the area allowing people to

stay within the precinct for a longer amount of time.

− Create better connections from the bush to the beach

− Beautify and simplify the area which will allows for better preservation of the

space

− Improve the boardwalk the throughout the precinct to create seamless

connections within the area

− Implementation for an urban playground for children

Facilities and 

Infrastructure 

• It was often highlighted that there was a lack of adequate infrastructure and

facilities within the precinct. Particular items included:

− Implementation of better wind protection at the sea wall as well in the open

space

− Upgrade toilet facilities and provide more within the precinct

− Create better shading and seating areas

− Creation of more carparking for people wanting to spend time within the area

− Create a structured route for the coastal walk

Events • More event activity was highlighted as a way to provide better support for the

precinct. Event ideas brought up included;

− Art and sculpture installations along the boardwalk and coastal area
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− Connecting with cultural events held within the open space 

− Live music events during the evenings and weekends 

− Entertainment and Cultural centres to facilitate events  

Family Friendly • The area should be family friendly. The ways the community suggested to achieve 

this included: 

− Make the precinct safer at night through more lighting 

− Creation of a waterplay area for children, alongside playgrounds 

− Providing more markets not only in the day but also at night to allow more 

people to be within the area 

− Provide better flooding mitigation; the open spaces aren’t useable within the 

rain 

− More sporting facilities within the precinct such as basketball courts, 

highlighting they will provide better safety and further use of the area 

 

Summary of the feedback received via the project email address and dedicated phone number 

Theme Description  

Development • There is plenty of development opportunity within the area such as  

− Current site of old Deep Sea Fishing Club is perfect to establish an International 

Hotel, ticks all the boxes for jobs, tourists and location 

− Land adjacent to the railway can have a new platform on eastern side of the 

existing station platform which could open up to a Harbour boardwalk 

Boulevard, encompassing shops, restaurants, accommodation and pedestrian 

walkways 

− Eastern end of the quarry could house a Surfing Museum, incorporating a visual 

display centre of all aspects of surfing, beach and marine life, surf history all 

local, Australian and international  

− The adjacent grassed area could be kept as a public recreational area for 

concerts, small to midsize musical events 

− Allow construction of retailer shops including cafes, coffee shops and 

restaurants along the Jordon Esplanade  

− Generate community activation and usage 

Open Space • Open up the Jordan Esplanade space and increase safety by removing / pruning 

trees to allow the ocean to be visible from the road and create open park lands  

• Improve coastal works to manage upkeep of the foreshore parks 

Facilities and 

Infrastructure  

• Implement more parking to cater for all different vehicles (more accessible spaces 

and spaces for trailers)  

Events • Implement smaller projections of the history of Coffs as a mini event display 

Family Friendly • Implement a spray and play water-park along the Jordan Esplanade designed for 

families and children 
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Appendix H: Stakeholder Briefing Feedback and Meeting Summaries

Coffs City Council Phase 1 Consultation Submission 

Key theme Key details of submission 

Alignment 

with the 

MyCoffs CSP 

It is essential that these principles identified through the MyCoffs CSP community 

consultation underpin plans for the Coffs Harbour Jetty Revitalisation Project and that 

liveable public space remains the focus for the Jetty Foreshore area. 

It is essential that the Jetty Foreshores is planned, designed and maintained to ensure an 

age-friendly, liveable environment and that all new development meets the changing needs 

and expectations of our ageing community. 

It is important to ensure older people are connected, feel a sense of belonging and that they 

have opportunities to participate in their community. 

It is important that as the population grows, the Jetty Foreshore area is designed based on 

best practice inclusive principles that encourage residents to maintain social connection and 

participation. 

Council is actively working to address specific safety issues of concern to the ageing 

demographic, including encouraging and supporting connections in the community to reduce 

isolation, creating support linkages, celebrating diversity, and fostering a sense of belonging 

and safety.  The Jetty Foreshores is an important element of this plan, as a public space 

that is an accessible and safe community area, incorporating design principles that 

enhances passive surveillance through large numbers of people visiting the area. 

It is essential the Jetty Foreshores redevelopment supports the accommodation of facilities 

and services for people with a disability, such as the construction of an all abilities 

playground 

The Jetty Foreshores areas holds significance to the Gumbaynggirr people.  All Aboriginal 

sites are important to the Aboriginal community as they provide evidence of their ancestors 

who lived here and cared for country, and this information about the land has been passed 

down through the generations. It is important that the redevelopment of the Jetty 

Foreshores is planned in consultation with the Gumbaynggirr people, to honour and respect 

their ongoing connection and stewardship of this area. 

Coffs Harbour 

LSPS 

It is imperative that this Jetty Strip project aligns with the final Jetty Revitalisation Precinct 

Master Plan, as the result would provide an iconic gateway to the harbour. 

Council’s LSPS notes the importance of Council working with the NSW Government to 

ensure that opportunities for the holistic development of the Jetty Precinct are realised. In 

this regard, Council would like further opportunity to work with the NSW Government on the 

remaining three stages of the Jetty Revitalisation Precinct project, to ensure that the final 

Master Plan aligns with the community’s vision for the entire Jetty locality 

‘Place’ is an important consideration for the participation of older people in their community. 

The quality of neighbourhood locations such as parks, cafés and shops, and the transitory 

zones people pass through during their daily activities, influence social participation and 

general life engagement 

The final Jetty Revitalisation Precinct Master Plan should align with the NSW - Coffs 

Harbour RCAP, which was recently endorsed by the NSW Government. 
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Vision General support for the Vision. Please consider the following: 

• Using the word ‘Amplifying’ with respect to coastal activity and economic opportunity.

Suggest that this word be replaced with ‘Protecting’, ‘Promoting’ or similar.

Principles Inclusion of (post settlement Heritage) European Heritage needs to be mentioned, perhaps 

Principe 6 could be changed to ‘…environmental, cultural (both Aboriginal and European) 

values…’ Collaboration areas identified within the Coffs Harbour Regional City Action Plan 

include a target outcome for ‘retention of heritage values and open space’. 

Seamless Connection: Should align with Council’s LSPS and the NSW Government RCAP. 

The principles should recognise links to the bypass, City Centre, Jetty Strip and an additional 

connection to the south. Solitary islands coastal walk is a defined 60km walk along the coast 

of Coffs Harbour LGA – the connection of southern and northern ends of this walk need to 

be considered.  

Economic Opportunity: Should align with Council’s Economic Development Strategy. It is 

important to consider a mix of residential and tourist accommodation in the precinct or 

neighbouring precinct to maintain viability for new and existing businesses. Pop-up 

opportunities for seasonal activity should be included. Commercial opportunities need to be 

provided for that cater for both tourists and locals – food/ retail/accom/activity/rentals. 

Supports further opportunities for the agri-food and fishing industry. 

Celebrate Country: Need to ensure the historical stories of the marina (including jetty, 

transport and fishing) along with our local Aboriginal stories and culture is showcased to 

locals and visitors. In the image of celebrate country the jetty is not coloured brown. 

Inclusion of Augmented reality story telling locations may be an integral way to inform and 

educate visitors. 

Events: Should align with Council’s Events Strategy, with large areas of open space, allowing 

basic service provision of power and water into these areas at numerous locations will allow 

for greater activations of open space for small to medium size events. 

Environmental Resilience: The MyCoffs CSP and recent Placescore surveys demonstrates 

the Coffs community value of the environment and importance of this principle.  

Big Ideas Better Pedestrian and Cycle Links - This supports Councils LSPS; Local Growth 

Management Strategy; endorsed mission statement for Council’s draft Place and 

Movement Strategy; and the principles behind a draft Public Realm Strategy, which is 

currently being developed by Council for the Coffs Harbour LGA. Action A4.5 of Council’s 

LSPS is to improve connectivity and character links within the Coffs Harbour Regional City 

Area (including the Jetty). The Coffs RCAP includes Action 6.3 – create a legible, connected, 

and accessible network of pedestrian and cycling paths and facilities, particularly between 

the city centre, Jetty Foreshore, Park Beach and South Coffs.  

Family friendly play and recreation facilities - within the Jetty Revitalisation Precinct aligns 

with Council’s draft Public Realm Strategy which is currently being developed by Council. 

However, the reference to ‘sports and/or other recreation facilities’ should only include low 

key water-based sports i.e. beach volleyball. No substantial land-based sports facilities 

should be provided within the Jetty Revitalisation Precinct, as this is considered to be 

inconsistent with the direction of Council’s draft Public Realm Strategy. Collaboration areas 

identified within the Coffs Harbour RCAP include a target outcome for “retention of 

heritage values and open space”.  
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Improved environmental management - Solitary Islands is already a Marine Park, artificial 

reefs are not mentioned in any planning work for the harbour which doesn’t suffer from 

erosion except a small amount in the southern corner. An artificial reef from a recreational 

aspect is not required as limited fishing occurs in the harbour. The harbour is impacted by 

25000m3 of sand infilling per year, any reef would quickly be smothered. 

Dining, shopping, and events - Generally supported but details needed as to location(s) and 

scale as part of the next planning phase. 

A place to recognise, respect and learn about Country - Supported in principle but details 

needed in the next phase of planning on the location and scale as the community was not 

supportive of large-scale development east of Jordan Esplanade. 

Upgraded roads, parking and public transport access - A new access road into the Jetty 

Revitalisation Precinct aligns with the Coffs Harbour RCAP in Collaboration Opportunity 4 - 

investigating an additional pedestrian and traffic link into the Jetty Foreshores precinct to 

facilitate movement and connectivity and the relocation of the Solitary Island Lighthouse 

lens to a secure area within the precinct. It also aligns with Council’s LSPS (Planning Priority 

12). Council’s LSPS also contains Action A2.4 – Prepare a Jetty Precinct Place and 

Movement Plan (as a short-term action). This will consider parking for the whole Jetty 

locality, hence collaboration is required with Council prior to any proposal for additional 

parking on Marine Drive. Council has a parking study for the Jetty locality that can be 

provided to assist the NSW Government. Any additional parking should be considered 

holistically in conjunction with other modes of travel and efficient use of parking supply.  

Upgraded tourism, commercial and accommodation uses - Supported in principle, however a 

well-considered approach must be used in the next phase of planning. 

Water based and adventure activates - Any artificial reef will need to be assessed in context 

of impacts to the Marine Park and sand movements, see above points, plus there is limited 

visibility in the harbour and it is not well suited to diving. 
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Summary of Discussion with Jetty Parklands Group 

Community Group:  Jetty Parkland Group - David Jeffrey, Fran Stephenson, Peter O’Brien, Kim 

Towner (Harbourside Markets) 

Date: Thursday 15 April 2021 

Time: 2:00pm – 3:00pm  

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1. 22 Earl 

Street, Coffs Harbour  

Item Community Group Discussion 

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22

2 Discussion points 

• Questioned why the NSW Government were delivering the project and it not be

handed over to the community to deliver

• Reiterated that the area is very well used by the entire community and it is a place

where everyone feels very ‘level’

• Do not want to see the precinct become Pacific Bay

• Suggested that the conclusions made in the GHD report undertaken in 2018 was

negligent

• Strongly urged that the railway sheds north of the precinct be included within the

precinct boundary

• Supportive of moving railway station from precinct

• Suggested a level pedestrian crossing was absolutely critical

• Supportive of active travel/transport – consider a shared light rail, shared shuttle

bus service, pedestrian, vehicle corridor (similar to Denver example) – reiterating

that an integrated solution needs to be achieved for the precinct

• Great Northern Train occasionally arrives at the Coffs Harbour station – blocks the

crossing and causes significant traffic and accessibility issues

• Suggested the Jetty Strip should stay as an Eat Street and not be compromised by

new development at the foreshore
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Item Community Group Discussion 

• Supportive of the delivery of Howard Street road extension – fundamental to

master plan

• Reiterated that there are 3 hearts to the Coffs City:

- CBD (socio-economic activity)

- Jetty Foreshore (recreation)

- Park Beach (shopping and retail)

• Supportive of an appropriate height limit (as long as it was balanced) – would

consider higher density development at the northern end of the precinct

• Suggested biggest issue would be development at Corambirra Point – need to

consider the sensitive population of Shearwater birds (migratory species that

occupy Muttonbird and Corambirra Point). Shearwaters are fearful of brightly lit

areas – lighting needs to be considered at southern part of the precinct

• Fishing Co-op – opportunity to revitalise this asset, currently in poor

form/condition

• Suggested that the dredging and sand was an elephant in the room that needed to

be addressed

3 Key considerations 

1. Consider how this area remains freely accessible by, and open to, the public

2. Review precinct boundary to consider the inclusion of the railway sheds

3. Need to review the railway crossing options for both vehicles and pedestrians

4. Supportive of active travel/transport at the site

5. Supportive of certain levels of development at the site, as long as development is

balanced with public open space – including the Deep Sea Fishing site

6. Consider realignment of Jordan Esplanade to increase green space and improve

the parklands – traffic calming measure to be put in place to reduce the ‘drag strip’

vehicle mentality (Jordan Esplanade to be pushed closer to railway line / station)
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Summary of Discussion with Coffs Chamber of Commerce 

Community Group:  Coffs Chamber of Commerce (Ray Smith, Garth Shipperlee and board 

members)  

Date:   Thursday 15 April 2021 

Time:   11:00am – 11:45am  

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1 

22 Earl Street, Coffs Harbour 

Item Community Group Discussion 

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22

2 Discussion points 

• Coffs Chamber see the value of the project and will continue to support as required

• Currently no environmental resilience identified for Muttonbird Island or

Corambirra Point – principles to be updated to importance of environmental

resilience at these two parts of the precinct

• Suggested re-aligning existing railway line to Coffs Bypass and deliver light rail in

place of heavy rail

• Suggested light rail be incorporated into master plan to reduce reliance on motor

vehicles and associated congestion. Light rail could connect to site to the Park

Beach Plaza, CBD, Airport (Enterprise Park), Sports Hub and Education Precinct,

improving the precinct’s connectivity to key destinations within the broader Coffs

Harbour area

• Suggested removal of the freight train from the precinct – freight train carriage

currently long and blocks access via Harbour Drive when parked at Coffs Harbour

Station, creating further traffic impacts

• Suggested Superyachts are currently a missed opportunity for the precinct and

broader Coffs Harbour area. High-spend and economic activity associated with

Superyachts, cannot enter the Marina area at the moment due to shallow waters

(3mtrs in some locations of the Harbour due to build-up of silt). Amphitheatre

could be a good viewing / event location associated with Superyachts. Put Coffs

Harbour on the Superyacht route, connecting to current event opportunities at

Port Macquarie and the Pittwater
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Item Community Group Discussion 

• Suggested pedestrian access across the railway line to improve pedestrian

connectivity to the precinct

• Suggested the concept of fishing trawlers as floating restaurants

• Slipway is an important asset for the community and should remain within the

precinct

• Introduce boat ramp, docking for larger vessels and superyachts – suggested

including this under economic opportunities

• Supportive of improved pedestrian experience throughout precinct – consider

some sort of infrastructure / connectivity at southern end of the precinct

(pedestrian experience includes cycling, walking, running)

• Opportunities for public art to be considered throughout the precinct

• Opportunity for a ‘coastal walk’ through the precinct, with interpretation of

Indigenous / European heritage and culture

• Identified that Coffs Harbour is in need of good quality events / conference

facilities, business meeting space and wedding venues – precinct is a good location

for these facilities due to views and central location

• Night and daytime markets suggested

• Supportive of the communications and marketing approach undertaken and

supported the importance of this to the project – keep community educated on the

process and their opportunities for involvement, inform critical / negative voices

within the community

• Opportunity for PDNSW to present at a Coffs Chamber breakfast event later in

the year (possibly Phase 2 – Master plan options)

3 Key considerations 

7. Strongly supportive of the draft vision, principles and project overall

8. Master plan to consider active transport/travel solutions (light rail, cycle,

pedestrian/walking) including connectivity to the Park Beach Plaza, CBD, Airport

(Enterprise Park), Sports Hub and Education Precinct, to improve the precinct’s

connectivity to key destinations within the broader Coffs Harbour area

9. Muttonbird Island and Corambirra Point to be identified as areas to protect under

Environmental Resilience principle

10. Master plan to consider marine related economic opportunities – slipway, floating

restaurants (trawlers), upgrade to boat ramp to accommodate larger vessels,

Superyacht opportunities (dredging)
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Item Community Group Discussion 

11. PDNSW to connect with Destination NSW regarding economic opportunities,

considering opportunities between Port Macquarie and Coffs Harbour

12. Master plan to consider public art and interpretation strategies

13. Precinct to consider coastal walk opportunity

14. Opportunity for event space within Amphitheatre (ex-Quarry location)

15. Communications is key – keep consistent and wide-ranging
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Summary of Discussion with Business Women’s Network 

Community Group:  Business Women’s Network (Cath Fowler, Lace Browning, Kerstin) 

Date:   Friday 16 April 2021 

Time:   3:00pm – 4:00pm    

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1. 22 Earl 

Street, Coffs Harbour  

Item Community Group Discussion 

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22

2 Discussion points 

• Precinct is considered a family-friendly destination

• Children’s play areas supported, associated coffee shop facilities supported,

along with dog friendly facilities

• Precinct currently considered an unsafe place to walk within at night (no public

lighting) – suggest implementing safety measures such as lighting etc.

Southern end of precinct identified as the most ‘unsafe zone’ including

Corambirra Point, particularly at night. Mothers reluctant to allow children to

visit in the southern area after dark

• Pedestrian access to the precinct is currently unsafe. Would happily park

vehicles off-site and walk to the precinct if it was safe to do so (noting

Harbour Drive intersection as the most unsafe location for pedestrians,

particularly mothers with children)

• Suggested residents travel to the precinct to ‘go for a walk’ – high volume

recreational use

• Supportive of improving connectivity for pedestrians from the northern end of

the precinct to the south

• Suggested ‘paid parking’ to manage volume of vehicles and generate revenue

to put back into managing the precinct

• Supportive of delivering accommodation within the precinct – as long as it is

balanced development
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Item Community Group Discussion 

• Suggested locating car parks to the railway corridor (Transport NSW owned

land) and restricting vehicle movements to the Marina area (only allowing

service and emergency vehicles)

• Advised that Coffs Harbour needs more conference rooms – suggested this

type of development at the Marina. Supportive of a licensed venue overlooking

the water – key destination

• Limited good quality dining options in Coffs Harbour, particularly at night.

Suggested extending Eat Street down to Marina

• Recommended reaching out to Black Light Collective community group to

explore cultural infrastructure options

• Suggested installation of public BBQs at southern end of the precinct

• Suggested liaising with Bishop Private School for collaboration / involvement in

Youth Group

3 Key considerations 

16. Supportive of draft vision and principles

17. Supportive of project subject to precinct being maintained as a family-friendly

destination
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Summary of Discussion: Coffs Jetty Dunecare and Business Professional Women’s Network 

Coffs Branch 

Community Group:  Coffs Jetty Dunecare (CJD) (Jane Ireland, Desnee McCosker, Di Kilbride) and 

Business Professional Women’s Network Coffs Branch (BPWN) (Julie-Anne)  

Date: Thursday 15 April 2021 

Time: 12:45pm – 1:30pm  

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1. 22 Earl 

Street, Coffs Harbour  

Item Community Group Discussion 

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22

2 Discussion points 

Coffs Jetty Dunecare: 

• Advised of rally’s being held at the site over many years in conjunction with

Indigenous groups

• Reiterated that the Jetty beach area was family-friendly and safest beach in

the region for families

• Reiterated that the dunes were important in protecting the site from climate

related changes such as erosion, important that the dunes are not impacted

as a result of project

• Suggested the vision statement reference climate change

• Noted that the locals did not like visitation to the area (generally speaking).

BPWN counteracted this argument by suggesting visitation was vital to Coffs

Harbour

• Supportive of a boardwalk however a boardwalk through the dunes would not

be sensible. New fencing and landscaping between dunes and Jordan

Esplanade recommended, incorporating a raised boardwalk that connects the

southern end of the precinct to the north

• Raised pedestrian boardwalk could help to manage sand blowing and erosion

issues
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Item Community Group Discussion 

• All planning should take  the climate emergency into account and should

adhere to the precautionary principle .

Business Professional Women’s Network: 

• Supportive of cohesive development outcomes for future generations – the

need for economic opportunity to be considered within the context of the

protection of the environment

• Supportive of improved retail outcomes to make the area look like a better

place

• Suggested the project team link in with existing Council Plans as well as the

NSW Government (DPIE) Coffs Harbour Regional City Action Plan (finalised in

March 2021)

• Keen to see the precinct become more of a destination

• Coffs Jetty is the city’s beach – requires an upgrade of supporting

infrastructure

• Supportive of activation occurring within the existing rail corridor to protect

the dune system

• Feel strongly about keeping the railway at the precinct

3 Key considerations 

18. Master plan needs to be specific about managing climate change impacts

19. Master plan needs to be specific about active transport/travel solutions

20. The precinct is currently important to families – vital that family friendly

activation occurs

21. BPWN supportive of considering retail within the railway corridor

22. Suggest the NSW Government consider the removal of fencing around the

railway corridor
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Summary of Discussion: Coffs Climate Action Group 

Community Group:  Coffs Climate Action Group (Michael Faulkner, Marnie and Russell)  

Date:   Thursday 15 April 2021 

Time:   10:00am – 10:45am  

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1. 22 Earl 

Street, Coffs Harbour  

Item Community Group Discussion  

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions  

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas  

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22 

2 Discussion points  

• Group noted the precinct, including the broader Coffs Harbour area is subject 

to: 

- Sea level rise  

- Erosion (already prevalent at the site)  

- Extreme weather events and storms  

- Flooding at certain parts of the precinct  

• Questioned whether building over railway line would occur, noting that Coffs 

Harbour Train Station and Airport are currently at sea level  

• Noted issues with potential increased flooding and erosion across the precinct 

due to future sea level rise (noting North Wall beach, Muttonbird Island, the 

Jetty Foreshore and Corambirra Point as the areas of highest risk) 

• Suggested public parking occur outside of the precinct, with patrons shuttled 

to and from the site (reduced reliance on vehicles, reduced traffic congestion 

and to remove motor vehicles from the precinct to become more pedestrian 

friendly).  

• Suggested encouraging the uptake of cycling/walking to and from the precinct 

(active travel) and electric vehicle charging points within the precinct  

• Suggested transport at the site needs to be integrated, particularly if the 

NSW Government are looking to create a destination at the site  
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Item Community Group Discussion  

• Suggested train line may not be in-situ in 20-30 years due to impacts of 

climate change 

• Recommended that the project team (MC/PDNSW) look at all up-to-date 

climate modelling, obtain from Coffs City Council  

• Agreed with creating economic opportunities at the site   

• Agreed with the proposed Principles  

• Agreed that there had been a significant amount of ad-hoc development within 

the precinct over time.  

3 Key considerations 

23. Master plan to ensure consideration of climate change impacts including sea 

level rise, erosion, extreme weather events and flooding at certain parts of the 

site 

24. Climate Change Action Group generally comfortable with proposed vision and 

principles 

25. Supportive of balanced development outcomes across the precinct  

26. Would like to see parking and active travel (walking, cycling, shuttle bus, 

electric vehicle charging) solutions incorporated into master plan  

27. Project team to review future impacts to nature in accordance with up-to-

date climate change plans and modelling (project team to obtain latest data 

from Coffs City Council).  
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Summary of Discussion with Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour 

Community Group:  Rotary Club of Coffs Harbour (Rotary Group for Jetty precinct) – Craig 

Spencer and Robert Norton  

Date:   Thursday 15 April 2021 and Wednesday 26 May 2021 

Time:   3:00pm – 4:00pm & 6:00pm – 7:00pm 

Location:  Cavanbah Centre Community Village Meeting Rooms – Meeting Room 1. 22 Earl 

Street, Coffs Harbour  

Item Community Group Discussion  

1 Introductions & Presentation 

• Welcome to Country and Introductions  

• McGregor Coxall presentation on draft vision, principles and big ideas  

• Ethos Urban summary of engagement approach 2021-22 

2 Discussion points  

• Rotary were responsible for planting the shea-oaks within the precinct many 

years ago, seedlings brought in from Bellingen  

• Rotary Club have also been instrumental in delivering a lot of the community / 

parks and recreation infrastructure down in the precinct – southern 

pedestrian pathway (last upgraded in 2007, picnic shelters etc.) 

• Group not against development within the precinct – would like to see it 

balanced 

• Suggested consulting with the Pink Slips community group – this group looked 

at delivering a monument / shelters within the southern park of the precinct a 

few years ago but uncovered asbestos issues due to historical infill and 

abandoned project  

• Potential asbestos identified at infill zones at Corambirra Point (for further 

investigation) 

• Suggested people like to ‘play where they stay’ and the precinct presented a 

good opportunity for hotels / visitor accommodation  

• Precinct extremely busy during holiday season and major events – shortage of 

accommodation options  

• Precinct is an under-developed area  

• Supportive of a conference center and improved marine infrastructure (i.e. 

especially for fishing)  
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Item Community Group Discussion  

• Boat ramp – currently not a great place to launch boats, suggest realigning 

the boat ramp to align with access / road  

• In terms of forward Rotary Plans – Rotary has suggested to Council in the 

past that an exercise foreground and exercise equipment be installed within 

the precinct (similar to Sunshine Coast and Hervey Bay examples) 

3 Key considerations  

28. Supportive of some form of development within the precinct – needs to be 

balanced with the open space and environment  

29. Supportive of improved connectivity (pedestrian, vehicle) within and to the 

precinct  

30. Suggest that there is room for future development – supportive of 

accommodation facilities at the site  

 

 




